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ABSTRACT
We present a conceptual framework grounded in both users’ reviews and HCI theories, residing between practices and theories as a form of intermediate-level knowledge in interaction design. Previous research has examined different forms of intermediary knowledge such as conceptual structures, strong concepts, and bridging concepts. Within HCI, these forms are generic and rise either from theories or particular instances. In this work, we created and evaluated a conceptual framework for a specific domain (instructional fitness apps). We first extracted the particular instances using users’ online reviews and conceptualised them as an expectations and experiences framework. Second, within the framework, we evaluated the artefact related constructs using Norman’s design principles. Third, we evaluated beyond the artefact related constructs using distributed cognition theory. We present an analysis of such intermediate-level knowledge with the aim of informing future designs.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → User models; HCI theory, concepts and models.

1 INTRODUCTION
Regular physical activity is a known factor that prevents or treats a range of physical [10, 37, 54] and mental [41, 62, 67] health conditions. Thus, physical activity promotes better health which is a crucial resource that allows everyday living, leading to a better quality of life [63, p.12].

Currently, more than one-quarter of adults globally (1.4 billion) are physically inactive [24], which puts them at risks of developing the aforementioned conditions. The direct health care cost of physical inactivity mounts to $54 billion globally [63, p.16]. The World Health Organisation embraced a global action plan to achieve a 15% relative reduction in physical inactivity by 2030 [63, p.21]. One important pillar of this action plan is to create active people via involving stakeholders such as research and development institutes. One research theme of such involvement is to investigate and expand the potential of digital technologies and innovations to promote physical activity [63, p.85].

Health-related apps on mobile devices are a well-known health intervention platform that targets many health conditions [36]. These apps are more accessible in comparison with traditional face-to-face interventions [56] and have many
technological features that facilitate and enhance intervention. More and more people are using smartphone devices, which positions them as a practical platform with extended reach for a broader public health impact. Smartphone apps that promote physical activity and well-being are widespread. To illustrate, there are over 100,000 health and fitness apps in the iTunes store in 2018 [55].

Studies that analyse the content and features of physical activity and fitness apps in the major app stores have found that they lack physical activity guidelines [9]. In addition, there is a need to assess their content and design quality [8], they are not based on users’ involvement [9], and they lack a foundation in research theories, especially behavioural change theory [16, 18, 20, 47, 66]. Specifically, instructional fitness apps - a specific type of physical activity apps that teaches the users a specific exercise - have received little attention and often excluded from studies of activity tracking [33]. This is problematic because apps that instruct weight training exercises, for example, may lead to injury [29, 34]. This makes the investigation of their informational, instructional, and interactional aspects very crucial to safe and effective performance of weight training exercises.

The above issues indicate that designers of these apps are not taking advantage of research knowledge related to people, behaviour, and technology, leading to suboptimal designs [1, 5, 12, 22, 23, 52]. This phenomenon is a manifestation of what is known as the research-practice gap that has been widely acknowledged within HCI [12, 14, 23, 27, 52, 59]. Practitioners, in turn, report that academic research outcomes are not communicated in a way that is relevant to their practice and ready to be used [15, 52].

One way to bridge the gap is to describe how empirical findings affect designs or systems conceptualised as implications [61]. Another way is to ground design instances in well-established theories which might lead to the creation of intermediate-level knowledge such as strong concepts [30] and bridging concepts [19]. In the words of Hollan et al. [28, p.180] “we believe that what was lacking was a method that could identify the critical features of the interactions between pilots and the old instrument and a theoretical language in which these features could be expressed in a sufficiently abstract form”. This indicates the need to create intermediate-level knowledge as “translational resources” [15] that facilitate the design of physical activity and instructional fitness apps.

In this paper we analysed users’ online reviews of the top 10 instructional fitness apps in the iOS app store. We holistically framed users’ expectations and experiences in a conceptual framework (a proposed form of intermediate-level knowledge) and evaluated the framework using Norman’s design principles [53] and Hutchins’ distributed cognition theory [31]. They both are built on an understanding of the emotional, psychological, and cognitive aspects of human computer interaction.

This work is novel because the creation and evaluation of the conceptual framework employ different forms of user-centred design knowledge within HCI [61]: “fieldwork-design knowledge” based on analysing users’ online reviews that is evaluated using “practice-informed design knowledge” and “human-science-informed design principles”. Our contributions are: 1) an intermediate-level knowledge framework built from users’ reviews that facilitate the design of instructional fitness apps, and 2) users’ views and voices, presented within the framework categories, that can be used for design advocacy—practitioners often use resources to present and justify their design choices including data that humanise these choices based on users’ problems and needs [15].

2 RELATED WORK

Our work builds on and contributes to the agenda of fitness apps design and use, the use of online reviews to understand people interaction with technology, and the creation and application of different forms of intermediate-level knowledge.

Smartphone Fitness Apps

There have been several research apps that investigated physical activity and general fitness training. Buttussi et al. [13] developed a system that supervises exercising to investigate context-aware and user-adaptive techniques as input for outdoor fitness activity programming and customisation. Consolvo et al. [17] studied on-body activity sensing and inference effect on encouragement and emphasised the importance of having an interactive application that allows manipulating inferred data. Ahtinen et al. [2] highlighted the role of social sharing and playfulness as motivational factors. These investigations aimed to understand specific aspects of the interaction for general physical activity. Moreover, the design of instructional fitness apps is often excluded from studies of fitness and activity tracking technologies [e.g. 33].

Investigation of commercial apps includes the work of Mollee et al. [49], who developed a techniques and functionalities framework for physical activity smartphone features. These features were previously reported in the literature [11, 47, 57] and were scored based on a set of physical activity apps features analysis. The framework includes categories such as measuring and monitoring, information and analysis, support and feedback, adaptation and social, usability, and other. Unlike our work, their framework followed a top-down approach and was not grounded in users’ opinions of design instances or HCI theories.

Finally, Tholander and Nylander [64] pointed out the need to inform sports interactive technologies research via understanding people’s first-hand experience of sports practices and technology use. Kjeldskov and Skov [35] also found that
the community extensively used usability evaluation, which led to better interfaces for people to use “a mobile device in a mobile context”. The challenge today, according to them, is to design devices, services, and interactions that “fit well into people’s complex lives, for work and leisure” when they use a multitude of technologies.

**Users’ Online Reviews**

Previous research identified that it is important to qualitatively account for the users’ different opinions at the appropriate level of detail. Liang et al. [39] demonstrated that app-users’ textual reviews had a significant impact on app sales ratings. They observed that to get a valuable analysis, there is a need to get to the details of different consumer opinions at a finer granularity of the analysis —this can provide new insights and improve theoretical exploration. In comparison to techniques involving text mining of app reviews [3], the constant comparative inductive approach equips the researcher with sensitivity to the data that allows for multiple levels of abstraction; something that might be hard to achieve using text mining techniques.

Users’ opinions and online review authenticity are important components for a proper data analysis. Li et al. [38] evaluated the impact of crowd-sourced generation of apps fake reviews. In their sample of targeted apps (114 apps with 50,461 reviews), they reported that such manipulation mainly targets apps in the game category (70%) and only 1.9% of the health and fitness apps category. Such manipulations come in bursts and use standard repeated text. Apps targeted by the manipulation were rated significantly higher on average.

**Intermediate-level Knowledge in HCI**

The creation and communication of knowledge is a key activity in the Interaction Design community. One approach is through designing new artefacts and evaluating them via user studies. Höök and Löwgren [30] pointed out that this is the predominante approach in HCI —using empirical research for knowledge production at the theoretical and instances level. While it is useful to create such forms of knowledge, it may be hard for designers to build upon these outcomes as they are particular instances and not built around reuse across other cases [6]. However, in design-oriented research there are other forms of knowledge that are neither generalisable like theories nor particular like instances. Examples of these forms of knowledge include guidelines [40], annotated portfolios [21], design heuristics [51], strong concepts [30], and bridging concepts [19].

Höök and Löwgren define strong concepts as “design elements abstracted beyond particular instances which have the potential to be appropriated by designers and researchers to extend their repertoires and enable new particulars instantiations” [30, p.23:5]. They isolate elements of a particular concrete artefact and abstract them for reuse across applications, different situations, or whole design genres. Therefore, such strong concepts provide a richer understanding of different interaction design phenomena via commonalities examination. Strong concepts have the following characteristics: they have an interactive behaviour; they are situated at the interface between people and technology; they encapsulate a core design idea; and they are abstract.

Dalsgaard and Dindler states that bridging concepts are “distinguished by their ability to facilitate exchange both ways between overarching theory and practice, rather than by being developed from theory or practice or with the specific aim of informing either theory or practice” [19, p. 1637]. They are similar to strong concepts in that they also can be derived from particular design instances, but they differ since they can be developed from theory too.

In our view, while these two recent approaches differ, they are both focused on knowledge reuse. Their fundamental contribution to the field is to allow for abstract concepts to be utilised across applications and use situations. In our work, we have no preconception of what form of intermediate-level knowledge has better advantages compared to others; we think this can only be judged by those who evaluate and utilise them. However, what we can contribute here is a suggestion of how to generate this form of knowledge for our specific case study inspired by the above two forms of intermediate-level knowledge and very recent developments [6].

**3 METHOD**

Our approach is to qualitatively analyse users’ online reviews of instructional fitness apps. We address the question: what are the reviewers’ expectations and experiences when they interact with these apps? We construct our conceptual framework based on an analysis of these expectations and experiences.

**Data Collection**

The focus of our data collection was on apps that prescribe (text, voice, images, video) body-weight or weightlifting exercises as they teach a motor-skill through instructional content.

We began by identifying the top-10 instructional fitness apps in the iOS Top App Charts in the category health and fitness. These were: Full Fitness Exercise Workout Trainer, 7 Minute Workout Challenge, Fitness Buddyplus Gym Workout Exercise and Home Trainer, Livefit with Jamie Eason, Modern Physique with Steve Cook, Jefit Pro Workout - Fitness & Exercise Tracking System, 12 Minute Athlete HIIT Workouts, Gymstreak Pro - Bodybuilding Tracker, Fitness and Bodybuilding by Vgfitt, Bodyweight Training You Are Your Own Gym.

We first obtained apps ranking using App Annie 

1. The advantage of this utility is that it keeps historical records of
We employed a constant comparative method for our analysis [50]. Because we have a large dataset, we decided to systematically sample the data and then iteratively analyse it until no new insights were revealed. We started with an initial sample that consisted of every 10th review totalling 230 reviews. In stage two, we sampled every 5th review, an additional 214 reviews, which resulted in 444 reviews in total. We reached data saturation after this stage indicating no further need for sampling. The first author engaged in line by line coding of the reviews. After the first iteration of open coding, further iterations included axial coding to consolidate codes under coherent groups. Then, through constant comparisons, these codes formed categories and core concepts that resemble a conceptual framework. For coding we used QDA Miner as a qualitative analysis tool.

4 FINDINGS
We consolidated the different categories of users’ expectations and experiences into a conceptual framework. We categorised these expectations and experiences into aspects related to the content of the apps (contents), the functional utilities of the apps (utilities), and the psychological features of the interaction (character). Figure 1 shows the conceptual framework.

Content
When users choose an instructional fitness app, they expect specific content (fitness workouts, exercises and their instructional format) that helps them achieve a specific outcome—improved fitness. Within the content construct, we identified distinctive content types, namely, instructional exercises and workouts. Fitness exercises are physical activities that are prescribed using different instructional forms such as text, static images, dynamic visualisations/animations, audio instructions, and videos. They are grouped by a specific purpose or goal in a workout program. We categorised the content attributes as informational, organisational, and instructional.

Informational Aspects. This group refers to the instructional content as information used for learning a new motor skill, which we classify under the headings: clarity, granularity, control, and correctness. To illustrate, clarity refers to the ability to decode instructions and understand them as a basic user need—without clarity, it would be impossible to understand or successfully complete the exercise. For example, text must be intelligible, and videos should not have distortions. "... Loads of exercises and workouts with clear pictures." Review #1410. "... when I go to the explanations how to do something, sometimes the words overlap and you have to either guess what it’s saying or just focus on what colour to read." Review #40.

Additional information:...
Many users pointed out their preference to **control** the pace of information flow which allows them to understand exercise instructions better. In some cases, users suggested having the ability to control and rotate the animated avatar/model showing the exercise. "... can’t move the 3d model to see the right position" Review #1965. "... or stop motions of the exercise so you can see how it’s properly done" Review #900.

More reviewers indicated the importance of the exercise instructions’ **correctness**. Having correct instructions on how to perform an exercise is very important and can prevent injury. "... I found that the internal and external rotator exercise pictures should be reversed. The internal is showing external pictures and vice-versa. I hope no one is trusting this app ... clearly it is not accurate." Review #240.
Other reviewers referred to the granularity of exercise instructions, i.e. the level of detail. For example, some users requested the ability to see a demonstration of the exercise from different angles or to have step-by-step instructional photos. "... Lacks multiple angles for each shot" Review #1515. "... and step by step guidelines for all the workouts!" Review #1805.

Organisational Aspects. The organisational aspects answer user questions such as: why this content?, what purpose does the content serve?, and how can I organise content to achieve my goals? For example, workouts are a collection of exercises grouped to deliver a specific training program. Users are interested in attributes related to workouts organisation such as design considerations, diversity, speciality, and flexibility.

To illustrate, a workout design philosophy refers to the training programming approach to build a workout program. Examples of these are hypertrophy, strength, or endurance development. "... I share Mark’s philosophy of building lean muscle to boost metabolism rather than just increasing cardio workouts." Review #2220. Users also indicated the need for scientific evidence to support training programming and design choice. "... That being said, the research behind this study isn’t reliable. There’s absolutely no data to support the use of this app’s workout routine." Review #1015. One user mentioned the need for a mechanism to create random workouts based on time, equipment, and goal. "Random exercise generator. Either in the main body part section ..., or in the specific body part section that will allow you to get a random exercise for whatever part u want." Review #1570.

Another important quality consideration is the diversity of workouts and exercises. This allows users to choose and perform designed and tested training programs. "An extensive array of workouts for beginners to gym rats." Review #560. "It has a ton of workouts ..." Review #110. For exercises, diversity refers to the number of different exercises for the same muscle group. "There are also variations for each exercise so you can make the workout easier or harder depending on your current ability." Review #2320. "There are a ton of exercises for each muscle ... figure out what’s best for you and get a routine" Review #855.

Another highlighted feature is the speciality of workout programs to cover special purposes such as a specific sports training, training around an injury, or time/space limitations. "... This app is so simple and contains workouts specific to certain parts of the body, and specific sports ..." Review #290. "... only thing that I would recommend ... is to have more training "styles" and to go more into detail with those styles. Say, Mountain Climbing ..." Review #120.

Furthermore, reviewers demanded flexibility, meaning the possibility of carrying out the workouts in different environments using different or no equipment at all. "... As a father of young kids, having an effective, motivating strength building program I can do at home is great ..." Review #2220. "... no need to invent workouts, no need for gym or fancy workout items - just door, chair and a floor :)") Review #2130. Lastly, reviewers repeatedly referred to adaptability, where exercises should adapt to their age, skill, and fitness level in addition to showing regression and progression variations. "... as you can modify the exercises to match your fitness level across all types of movements ..." Review #2220.

Instructional Aspects. This category covers aspects related to instruction design such as comprehensibility and legibility. For example, multimedia refers to the use of different instruction formats, like text, picture, and video to help users learn an exercise. Users referred positively to different combinations of media, notably videos and step-by-step pictures. "It’s still a good app, and one that I could certainly recommend, especially for the nice touch of the instructions, photos and video clips" Review #1150. Users referred to different instruction modalities indicating their adequacy and appropriateness. Singling out a specific modality such as audio or visual indicates that users need and value instructions via different modalities. For example, users referred to audio/voice instructions as clear or motivational. "... The audio cues during the workout are perfect!" Review #950. "... voice commands are motivational" Review #1090.

Moreover, visual instructions are the number one modality that users prefer because it allows them to understand and learn a fitness exercise thoroughly. "... really like the videos to explain the exercises if you have a question about the correct form" Review #415. Using dynamic visualisation and animations improve learning over textual or static pictures. Dynamic visualisation shows a human or an avatar performing a physical activity continuously. "... and the animated pictures showing how to do a move is great" Review #1525. "... demonstrations are using static photo, don’t waste your money on this app" Review #285.

Utilities
Utilities is the collection of features, services, components, and their attributes that facilitate delivering the app’s core purpose. The utilities of an instructional fitness app provide features that allow it to function within the context of training delivery as an everyday activity. The system dimension within utilities examines different attributes—and their properties—at the device app, software, services, and hardware level. Here we consider attributes of local nature, meaning, not part of the broader environment beyond the device. This comprises all the different components that make a system (in this case a smartphone OS and hardware). The ecosystem, by contrast, refers to the collection of devices, applications, and services that are beyond the smartphone’s
system (app/software/hardware) level. We grouped different aspects related to utilities under topics such as user-generated data, time management, users and interaction related aspects, system capabilities, and ecosystem data and devices.

**User Generated Data.** The interaction between the user and the device may generate data. The data attribute describes how the system deals with the user data at both the system and ecosystem and what kind of features/properties it should exhibit to fulfill their needs. For example, data **manipulation** refers to tasks, features and options within an app that allows the user to manipulate data. It includes activities such as managing workout collections, creating templates, and modifying workouts. “... you can even create your own personal workout...” Review #1. Moreover, users prefer to have specific functions that help them manage and organise their exercises. Examples of these include adding exercises to their programs during workouts, adding notes related to their performance, modifying exercises settings, and editing logged data. “It would be nice to be able to add specific notes to each exercise in a workout.” Review #1660. "Settings for exercises are too basic; no super sets or tri sets, not able to set different repetitions for different sets." Review #1535.

Many users pointed out their need for data **persistence,** meaning that the user should be able to have their data backed up or restored whenever they deem necessary. This is an important property within an exercising context because the overall progression of the exercise regime directly influences performance. Users need to have access to their data when offline too. “... I have a TON of progress that I kept in there, only to be disappointed that I can’t access or see it anymore ...” Review #200. “... internet required to watch 10 second videos??? Why not embed them into the app so they can be watched anywhere ...” Review #195. Another aspect is the ability to **search** workouts, exercises, and logged data accurately and using multiple filter criteria that produce consistent results. “Provide a search option in the “Exercises” section to find a specific exercise rather than having to scroll and find it.” Review #2230.

One of the most important reported aspects is data **evolution.** Evolution of data in the context of exercising describes how data change over time reflects the evolution of performance, physical attributes, and exercise programming. For users, this is an essential utility that allows them to quantify regression or progression. "When I work out, I like to see what I was able to perform last week in regards to weight and reps ... Keeping track of what I was able to do was the whole point of this app, and now that’s gone.” Review #550. The following review speaks loudly to the significance of data evolution: "Where the heck is my workout history? Before I could look at my custom workout and see my progression over weeks. Now it’s gone. Why would you take something like that away? Isn’t the whole idea to TRACK OUR PROGRESSION.” Review #1620.

Moreover, reviewers repeatedly highlighted data **presentation** issues. For example, showing graphs of exercise attributes and performance evolution, showing the remaining exercises during a workout, or showing the next exercise to be performed. "... It is more difficult to see what exercises I have left to do ...” Review #1600. "It’s easy to know what’s coming up next and check your form.” Review #1145. Additionally, exercise analytics is an integral part of performing exercises as it provides the user with interesting insights. "Would love some form of graphing of activities to watch progress, or something to that affect.” Review #2395. Finally, users referred to data **migration** where they prefer to export raw data to a different system for better graphics or more analysis. "I use this app specifically for daily weight tracking. The one thing that I wish I could do is export the 6 months of data I’ve collected, so I can see that data on a bigger scale.” Review #45.

**Time Management.** Within an exercising context, time is a valuable resource. Not having time is one of the most common reasons users give for not exercising; therefore users appreciate features that allow them to manage their time. Utilities include **measuring** time by using timers; features such as the ability to adjust timers; and to have them run along with other utilities, such as music, without interruption. Counting is another feature that is important and relevant within an exercising context too. “The timers are automated and integrated into the workout so you don’t have to keep track of the intervals.” Review #1945. "Counting reps when doing what Lauren calls Ladders without the app can be a royal pain the app helps solve the issue.” Review #2510. Scheduling exercise and workout sessions allow users to plan and **manage** their time effectively. "... Plus the scheduling tool and free cloud backups- you guys are great. Thanks so much!!!” Review #740. "Nice addition with the calendar.” Review #2210.

**Users and Interaction Related Aspects.** A unique user usually uses an exercise app. Utilities that allow **personalisation** based on users’ identification, preferences, and needs are essential. "When you click on “calorie counter”, then “user profile”, it does not display the name of the current user, whereas the application claims to be able to manage several user accounts.” Review #920. “Despite the change of language, all texts remain in English.” Review #920. "... It would be good if it were to take the region from the system settings and display the appropriate date format, e.g. DD/MM for Europe.” Review #1105. “I really wish this app would let me play my own music list ...” Review #1210.

Some users highlighted general **interaction** aspects of the system such as input, navigation and user interface. To illustrate, reviewers want to be able to customise data **input.** “Even adding a feature that lets you just name your own exercise and put it in your workout would be sufficient” Review #170. They also prefer a practical, predictive and convenient data input.
method. "After each set I have to re-type in the weight and reps even if they are the same as the previous set, which a great deal of the time is the case, which adds wasted time to my workouts." Review #545. "It no longer takes advantage of predictive text in the notes ..." Review #770. Some users demanded convenient navigation that allows them to navigate the app easily especially during exercise, because exercising can hinder proper human-device interaction. "Too much going on. Too much to sift thru when trying to workout" Review #1570. "Navigating the workouts that I created myself (and therefore am intimately familiar with) is now impossibly confusing" Review #1625. Some users suggested a friendly navigation method via voice command. "As soon as this app gets voice input I’ll rate it with five stars. This would be useful in order to use the app handsfree :)” Review #2315.

Finally, a few reviewers commented on user interface issues using terms such as 'sloppy', 'chunky', 'worthless', 'simple', 'causes eye strain', 'has a nice sharp look', 'nicely designed', or 'has a steep learning curve'. "This app is not worth its steep learning curve. It takes ages to create custom workouts. It is not easy to see the notes you create during a workout either, rendering the app almost useless. I want to see more info than the weights and reps from my last workouts." Review #1405.

System Operational Aspects. System operational aspects refer to different components, functionalities and attributes at the system level and how they operate as a whole unit. For example, reviewers noted issues related to how different functionalities, apps, and services interoperate. For example, app status persistence when switching to another app and back (iOS multitasking). "... and most annoyingly, switching to another app and back again often causes the app to come out of your currently selected exercise." Review #255. Another example is hearing the exercise app timer while playing one’s music. "You can play your own music and that won’t affect the timer" Review #1950. Or, that the sleep mode will not affect app status. "voiceover that works with the display in sleep mode" Review #1060.

Finally, the app should stay up-to-date to keep evolving with the system software/hardware upgrades and development. Reviewers complained of being unable to keep the app up-to-date with new devices and operating system introductions. In some cases, they were not happy with an update and wished for the possibility of rolling back. "This app hasn’t been updated in over a year, the ui hasn’t been updated for the latest iOS version or the iPhone 6/6s" Review #150. "... how do I go back to the old version?" Review #630.

Ecosystem Operational Aspects. Data within an ecosystem context refers to its availability on different mediums and platforms and the integrability with other services and devices. Reviewers highlighted the need for data to be accessible and available on different mediums such as websites, desktops, tablets, and wearables. "But the results tracker, that tracks my weight, was blank on the iPhone, though the data was still there on the iPad mini" Review #1150. "but would just like to ask why you don’t see your custom workouts on the Apple Watch?" Review #2065.

Many reviewers pointed out the importance of integrating the app data with health services, particularly Apple health kit, which is usually used by other apps and devices as a central repository for health data exchange. "However if we get a fitness app that’s compatible with the apple watch cant we also make it compatible with the health app etc. It’s such a shame to do a great workout but it doesn’t get counted along with my cyclometer or activity data." Review #1130. "... however these days customers expect to see a health app integrate with other apps, health devices like the hambone, and especially the apple health app." Review #150. On the other hand, other devices might exist within an ecosystem which necessitates compatibility.

Here compatibility refers to the app being operational and with the same look and feel on different platforms within the ecosystem. "It was built for iPhone 4’s and doesn’t fit well on the iPhone 6 or 6s" Review #400. "Apple Watch does not work (hangs on an empty ‘Next’ screen)” Review #1120. "... and does not display on a Braille reader." Review #1310.

Previously we described interoperability at the system level, in an ecosystem context it refers to the app’s ability to synchronise status and operate on different devices simultaneously. It implements features such as iOS handshaking. "Would be so much better if you could just look at your watch to see your next exercise instead of getting your phone out every time." Review #2065.

Character

The character construct of our framework refers to psychological and experiential aspects of users’ interaction with their instructional fitness app. Users highlighted a few motivational aspects of the experience in their reviews such as motivation by results, progress, challenges and achievements. Here we considered all the different reasons why users kept using the app; or in their words, what ‘kept them going’.

Motivational. The motivational aspects of the experience have been highlighted in users’ reviews, including observations related to motivation by results, progress, challenges and achievements. Some users pointed out that seeing results is important for them and one of the main reasons to review the app positively. "I started using this app when I was a chubby (fat) 14 year old. After using this app for almost 2 years I can safely say that this app is the best workout app available. Not only does this workout trim fat but also tones the body. This workout app has toned and tightened my abdominals and pecs."
5 DISCUSSION

Our conceptual framework is a form of intermediate knowledge describing mental states, expectations, and experiences of instructional fitness apps reviewers. The framework gives designers insight into users’ priorities, voices, and opinions conceptualised in a holistic manner, rather than as individual instances or isolated insights. Analysing the first-person reactions and reviews of application users can support the creation of designs that are reflective of real-world experience while being easy to use and understand. This speaks to Norman’s design principles [53] and Hutchins’ distributed cognition theory [28, 31], which will use to ground our conceptual framework in theoretical thinking related to (and beyond) the artefact.

Norman’s design principles [53] are built on an understanding of psychological, emotional and cognitive aspects of technology use, providing a suitable guideline to evaluate the immediate user experience at the artefact level, as demonstrated by [43]. Distributed cognition theory [28, 31] evaluates beyond the artefact aspects concerning information flow within the whole ecosystem between different apps, services, and stakeholders. This perspective is crucial because it allows understanding and framing users experiences and expectations when they transcend the immediate user experience of the artefact and reflect on other apps, services, and actors within the distributed app ecosystem. The work of [32, 46, 60] are examples of its use to evaluate cognitive systems, while [26, 58] suggested to use it to evaluate HCI aspects in a healthcare context.

In the discussion below, we will first introduce a theoretical or design principle, then we will discuss them in view of relevant users reviews from our data sample, and finally, we will explain how our conceptual framework bridges the gap between both.

Rethinking the Goals

At the centre of Norman’s gulfs of execution and evaluation and the seven stages of action is a user goal [53]. Many of the reviewers highlighted situations where they did not know how to plan, specify, perform, perceive, interpret, or compare an action. Capturing pitfalls during these stages allows designers to enhance the design of their apps. For example, a few users reported confusion when trying to enter their exercise data. Their goal was clear for them, and they expected the system to show how to do it, but no avail. Others reported confusion related to evaluating their actions, but as Norman has pointed out, they blame themselves instead.

Radical ideas require rethinking the user’s goal [53]. For example, one reviewer wanted to stop the motion of the video so they could understand the proper technique. Another reviewer pointed out that the exercise instructional video shows...
Designing for all Levels of Processing

Norman defines three different levels of processing—visceral, behavioural, and reflective [53]. In a physical exercise setting, especially at the gym, people experience stress, anxiety, and anticipation. This necessitates an understanding of how the design of the app relates to visceral responses. In our analysis, users referred to the stress of the exercising environment, like high heart rate, sweating, and being out of breath. Yet it remains a design challenge to understand visceral response within this context and how to design for "attraction or repulsion" [53].

At the behavioural level the subconscious mind is in control, and this is a typical situation within a sports context according to Norman [53, see p. 51]. We are unaware of our actions as our responses are too quick for our conscious mind to process. This could relate to the learned skills aspect, meaning that a user develops specific rituals and automatic habits as part of their exercising routine and their instructional fitness app becomes part of it. This could explain why many users' reviews communicated anger and frustration after an app update that affected the app behaviour; thus, their automatic habits. One could imagine a user having a physically stressful exercise session and trying to understand how to deal with their app after an update; a clear example of an expectation violation in a stressful situation.

Finally, an instructional fitness app helps users to learn a new motor skill and to reflect on their progress and plans. These are clear markers of the reflective processing level; which, according to Norman, is perhaps the most important processing level to the designer. We share this view and believe that instructional fitness apps operate mostly at the reflective level. We argue that learning and evaluation requires understanding and analysis, which is mostly "cognitive, deep, and slow" [53]. The conceptual framework includes content aspects that maximise learning and utilities that allow data analysis and progress tracking.

Designing for Flow

Norman [53] refers to Csikszentmihalyi’s concept of flow as an emotional state in which the person becomes one with the task they are performing and feels fully immersed in the activity without any sense of time or the outside environment [48]. In a physical exercise setting, users did describe such a state, and they referred to the importance of having a technology that supports and sustains that: "The app now inexplicably jumps into some screwy landscape mode during a workout and won’t return to normal making it impossible to log exercises, and suddenly you find the flow of your workout ruined while you fuss with your phone." Review #1670.

It is clear here that any issue at any level can affect the flow state, be it at the usability or user experience level. Designing for flow in our opinion includes all the above issues, from understanding the user’s goals, accounting for their expectations, and the design for all processing levels. Our framework allows designers to think about these issues holistically, thus incorporating many aspects that ensure a smooth and robust experience. Recent work by Havlucu et al. contributes to this by highlighting how rituals, distraction, and interruption might affect flow experience [25]. They indicated the importance of detecting the flow state and provide unambiguous feedback to sustain it. We agree that these are legitimate design challenges and future research topics.

Designing for Distributed Cognition

Hollan et al. [28, p. 175] state that distributed cognition theory "provides an effective theoretical foundation for understanding human-computer interaction and a fertile framework for designing and evaluating digital artefacts". The theory identifies cognitive agents, processes, events within an environment and beyond the "skin or skull of an individual" [28]. For example, in a case study of an aircraft cockpit [32], what concerns a passenger is not the set of skills the pilot has, but rather how the whole cockpit environment that involves people, technology and the interaction among them function.
analogous way, but for a different unit of analysis, our evaluation includes the user; the app within the boundaries of the smartphone; and the app beyond the boundaries of the smartphone—the whole ecosystem. The question for us is not to capture how well the app is performing, but rather, how the user view the interaction between them, the app (system), and the whole ecosystem of other apps, services, and technologies. A more critical question to answer is whether the interaction between all these different elements serves the user’s goal. In other words, by capturing the user’s view within such boundaries, we hope to formulate a new understanding of the whole interaction among users, system, and ecosystem of instructional fitness apps. We hope such an understanding can inform future discussion and decisions related to the evolution of instructional fitness apps.

**Back to the Future.** Actions, events, and processes within our unit of analysis have a temporal aspect. While all of these can be treated as isolated incidents, a holistic account to understand how earlier incidents affect later ones becomes necessary. Hutchins and Klausen [32] refer to this as "automated gathering of activity histories". In the cockpit example, the Captain used information such as current and cleared altitudes and all information available about current and previous performance to construct a plan of action on how to get to the cleared altitude. The amount of distributed information that describes the current system state is the tip of a previous and current information iceberg. In a very recent work, Rogerson et al. [60] refer to a similar phenomenon, but in a different context—how knowledge of a boardgame’s state is distributed amongst and moves between players and material elements.

Once we reflect on this, in a setting where the fitness goal is to lose weight or improve physical strength, one cannot underestimate the importance of a related benchmark and the continuous performance measurement against it. It is clear that such a setting is not limited to a single attribute, such as exercise frequency for example, but a multitude of variables distributed within a cognitive, physical, and social context. Information in these contexts has different sources, trajectories and representation as it propagates through the environment and it is crucial to process and frame this information in a way that is meaningful and useful for the user. In other words, collecting information about all the aspects of an instructional fitness app use will inform future use occurrences. As we have outlined in our findings, for some users, that was the sole purpose of the app and that is represented in the user generated data section of the conceptual framework.

**Show me the Data.** The concept of "zoomable multiscale interfaces" where "zooming and panning"[7] are important interactional aspects in a system of distributed cognition is very relevant, in our evaluation, to finding and ‘seeing’ data. As we have discussed before, data is tied to actions, events and process and is provided within a temporal/historical context. However, searching, filtering, and viewing data within a distributed information environment of virtual “multiscale spaces”[7] is challenging. This speaks to the concept of moving closer to data and the magnifying optics metaphor [28] due to the distributed nature of data and its volume. In the context of instructional fitness apps there are multiple agents such as the user, the personal trainer, the nutritionist, and the physiotherapist who might all at one time generate and consume data. How to find, filter, and graphically represent relevant data to a specific use case is a challenge. This explains why data has the most diverse attributes in our conceptual framework.

**Intersubjectivity Matters.** Designing for intersubjectivity plays a significant role in instructional fitness apps because different actors are involved in the process of generating information and hence affect its trajectory. A system of distributed cognition requires a shared understanding of how the system operates—such understanding is based on the different actors’ expectations, experiences, or methods (in the case of non-human actors). The very nature of such a system requires coordinated action grounded in shared knowledge to make the overall goal attainable. Intersubjectivity builds on and makes use of information distribution and representation discussed previously. Albinsson et al. [4] refer to some intersubjectivity concepts in the relationship between a client and a trainer. Concepts such as a trainers’ philosophy, vision, and what perfection means are negotiated in terms of the client goal, age, and physical abilities to reach a shared understanding. While it is crucial for such a negotiation to happen, we recognise the challenge of mediating relationships via technology. For example, in the cockpit case study, the “silent look” metaphor explains a very sophisticated form of intersubjectivity that is very hard for a non-human actor to use for interaction. While that is true, from Norman’s analysis of the autopilot example [Norman, 1990], we realise the importance of intersubjectivity to include non-human actors. Meaning, as we embed more intelligence into instructional fitness apps, it becomes necessary for non-human actors to explain their actions as an input to the overall shared understanding of how the system operates.

**God in the Machine.** “While no member of the crew is taxed by these circumstances, the system as a whole may still be doing more cognitive work than could be done by any individual alone” [32, p. 7]. While the interaction between an individual and an app is not as complex and diverse as an aeroplane cockpit, the whole health ecosystem is still a complex one. To reflect on contemporary and future instructional fitness apps, we envisage many use scenarios. For example, currently, the app provides interaction between a coach and the user; the user and their fitness tribe; other health apps; other health
unrelated utilities such as the calendar; the shopping app; and many different sorts of wearables. For the future, that would involve a more complex setup that includes the gym equipment, the gym classes schedule, IoT devices such as the fridge, different health practitioners, and many more. In other words, as the whole ecosystem is becoming more complex and diverse, it becomes very crucial to design for integration and interoperability; two essential aspects in our conceptual framework.

6 LIMITATIONS

One limitation of analysing online user reviews is interpretation. The researcher has no means of clarifying ambiguous statements or digging deeper to have a more comprehensive understanding. Still, the fact that our sample is large can smooth out errors and capitalise on the wisdom of the crowd. Another limitation is the criteria of choosing the apps because the top 10 apps in the iOS Top App Charts did not cover the whole spectrum of instructional fitness apps. Additionally, the majority of reviews covered the top 4 apps. However, the sheer size of the sample and the fact that we focus on apps that prescribe exercises, workouts and simple and complex motor skills ensures that the framework is specific and not general. Another limitation is the reviewers’ interpretation of features. Researching the apps’ features and interviewing the developers might clarify such gaps and provide more insights. Still, the fact that the same features have different reviews helps to identify and eliminate such misinterpretations. Additionally, the first author has previous experience working as a smartphone apps developer and a personal trainer, which helped to understand the reported apps’ features.

7 CONCLUSION

The designer or engineer understand the function of an air-speed indicator, but it is the user (pilot) account of how they used the device and how they expected it to function in their context is of true significance. This study contributes a framework that describes user expectations and experiences using instructional fitness apps. Such a framework can be utilised to guide future design approaches and methodologies. Capturing user needs is a significant step towards designing a successful intervention strategy using smartphone apps. Our conceptual framework links vertically downwards to users experiences and opinions of design instances and upward to the distributed cognition theory as a theory that views interaction with interactive digital artefacts as a flow of information in different directions and trajectories. Horizontally, it connects with design guidelines. Löwgren considers design guidelines as intermediate level knowledge [42] embedded in Norman’s design principles; which in their own right are integrated vertically downward to many design instances and upward to theories from a wide variety of disciplines.

Finally, our framework can serve as an example to not only guide the design of instructional fitness apps, but to also structure similar frameworks created for other kinds of apps, e.g. educational, entertainment, and productivity.
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